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THEY LIKED IT A LOT: some of their comments
5/5
“I like all the movie. It’s wonderful. Emma Stone is a really good
actress.
A girl who wants to be an actress will meet a pianist. They fall in
love... but will Mia realise her dreams?
The songs are amazing, the story is so cute, but the end is so sad
and I cried.
One of my favorite movies. Everything is perfect.
What I didn’t like? Nothing”

5/5

[spoiler alert]

“She is a waitress and she dreams to be an actress ; he is a
pianist of jazz and he dreams to open a jazz bar.
I liked the musical and the story, the lot of different lights and
different places.
It’s very emotional but the end is disappointing
If I can change this, Mia will not have children and a husband.
In general this film is very good and I think it is a good idea to
be inspired by different classic musicals.”

5/5
“It’s a love story between Mia and Sebastian who want to live their
dreams together.
I liked their love story: when they met, their personalities, their dreams
because it was romanti .
I liked it that it was a musical comedy too – it was exciting.
I liked their songs because it was sad and happy too.
What I didn’t like? Nothing”

THEY LIKED THE MOVIE A LOT BUT….
4/5
“She wants to be an actress, he wants to open a jazz club. But
reality hurts him .
I loved the story of 2 dreamers who fall in lipove and how the
director filmed the movie. It makes it more romantic and
impressive.
But they sing too much , they should speak more and I didn‘t
like it when they fly in the sky – it’s so unrealistic. And the
end was not what I expected .”

4/5

[spoiler alert]

“I like the endless love story with a lot of dreams. I love too the songs
woith John Legend.
I didn’t like that Mia doesn’t stay with Sebastian because it was a
beautiful story.”

4/5
“I love the movie because the music and the dances are very
amazing.
But there are many songs and dances.”

THEY COULDN’T WATCH THE MOVIE...
... but from what they have heard from their friends...
...and what they have studied in class….

[spoiler alert]
“The main characters are Mia and Sebastian.
The story takes place in L.A California.
It is about dreams and reality.
A love story and classic musical with a lot of dances and
songs.
Many references to famous musicals are : West Side Story, Grease,
Singing in the rain, An American in Paris...
The film doesn’t have a traditional happy ending.”

------------------------ ADDITIONAL RESOURCES--------------------------_

TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pdqf4P9MB8

MOVIE REFERENCES
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iI5BPRrj554
"CITY OF STARS"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTWqwSNQCcg

